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Horses Healing Humans
A Reflection of Hope
by Megan Arszman

F

or many of us, the horse is the one constant in our busy and hectic lives. The horse
carries our dreams on his back, absorbs our sorrows in his mane, and keeps our secrets
hidden in his heart.
Jannee Pugliani is a firm believer in the saying attributed to Winston Churchill that every
horse lover can recite by heart: “There is something about the outside of a horse that is good
for the inside of a man.” It’s the reason she believes in the power of equine psychotherapy. A
horse trusts his owner without question; but, for some humans, trust is something that’s hard
to give because of the rigors of war.
Looking for Direction

Pugliani’s work is about love. She has worked with and loved horses for most of her life,
becoming involved on the AQHA and NSBA show circuits. The Select Amateur currently has
a horse, named Red Label, in training with Highpoint Performance Horses, with hopes of returning to the show ring in 2018.
Inspired by her love of horses, and a gentle push from her then-fiancé when the downturn
in the economy left her without many mortgage clients, Pugliani decided, that at 46 years old,

The horses of Acri Verde Farm show a reflection of
veterans’ pain and struggles, helping them
on the road to recovery and reintegration into society.
it was time to finish her college degree. She studied human services and psychology and learned
about a mode of therapy called equine-assisted psychotherapy and the Equine Growth and
Learning Association, or EAGALA. She completed two internships utilizing the EAGALA
model, first working with those suffering from eating disorders and then with a domestic violence shelter. Upon graduation in 2011, the Pugliani family moved to a home in Naperville, a
suburb just outside of Chicago. “It’s not a big farm, but we do have an indoor arena, so I started
getting everything in place for offering my services out of our own barn,” Pugliani says.
The farm was dubbed Acri Verde Farm, which is Italian for “Green Acres,” a play on her
relationship with her husband, Dominic. “It’s an inside joke, because my husband is Italian.
When we got together, although he has always loved horses, I was more of a country girl and
he was a city boy raised in Chicago,” Pugliani laughs. “I’m Eddie Arnold, and he’s Eva Gabor.”
As a Marine Corps Vietnam Veteran, Dominic was instrumental in guiding his wife in the
direction her program should take. He wanted to make sure that the facility focused on veterans,
first and foremost. “I was also interested in working with domestic violence victims, too,” she
continued on page 110
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explains. “As it turns out, by working
with the military, we discovered there
were several issues, especially from
the women’s groups, that intertwined. We wound up addressing the
issues of domestic violence, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) …
the whole gamut that veterans deal
with in their lives.”
What is Equine-Assisted
Psychotherapy?

The EAGALA method utilizes a
team approach consisting of a certified Equine Specialist, a certified
mental health professional, and the
horses. The work is completely
ground-based, meaning there is no
riding, like hippotherapy might inThe EAGALA SheForce Group
clude, and there are certain ethical standards the program must follow. “It’s different than therapeutic riding, and anger. The team approach comes into play when the clients inbecause it’s all based on groundwork. They don’t ride the horses,” teract with the horses. Then, a psychologist and Pugliani will observe
Pugliani explains. “Usually, the horses are at liberty in the arena, and the way the horses react to the clients. “I’ll give insight into what’s
there are various groundwork activities that psychologists can utilize going on with the horses, and the psychologist will have insight into
how the client is interacting with the horses,” she says.
in dealing with certain issues.”
The beauty of this “outside the box” modality of therapy is that it
Pugliani is the program owner and a certified-Equine Specialist.
forces
the clients to be real with their emotions, Pugliani explains.
There are three different psychologists that work within the program:
Dr. Linda Defrancisco, Dr. Julie Grimley, and Dr. Nicole Majka. Because they’re working in an arena with horses and other farm anThey’re all trained and certified through the EAGALA program. De- imals, an activity they’re likely not used to, the emotional mask a vetpending on the size of the group attending the session that day, all eran might be used to wearing comes off. She says, “They’re very
authentic in their actions and their interactions, and it tells the psyfour could be working together as a team, along with the horses.
There are certain activities that lend themselves more to dealing chologist a lot more than if they were just sitting on a couch with a
with PTSD, instilling self-efficacy, healing grief, or treating military doctor asking them how they feel. As a practitioner, you can visually
sexual trauma. Upon scheduling the group session, the psychologist see what’s going on with the client based on their interactions with
and Pugliani will discover the main issues the individuals are dealing each other, the horses, and the situation.”
Army veteran Maureen “Mickey” Magnifico appreciates the
with. An activity is then chosen to create an environment to help inchange
in therapy setting. “I go to therapy at the veteran’s center, and
dividuals learn coping skills or practice more self-efficacy and awareI
feel
a
lot
of times that all I’m doing there is talking,” she says. “But
ness. “It’s not so much about the activities or the ground work; it’s
with
equine
therapy, it’s multi-sided—everyone is talking. You’re
more about what those activities bring out in the clients,” Pugliani
talking about your situation, and you’re able to hear feedback from
points out.
other people involved, especially the therapists, about how it relates
to what happened in the arena. They have us come to our own conThe Process
“The unique thing about using horses is that most of the people clusions sometimes. They’re not feeding us, but they help us along
who come here aren’t horse people. They’re very open, and it makes the way.”
Magnifico served in the Army from 2001 to 2005. She was first
the interaction between the horses and the veterans very pure and real.
stationed
in Korea, then Germany, and then did six months in Iraq.
It’s not like regular talk therapy with a psychologist. A lot of times, if
When
she
entered basic training, she quickly learned that you leave
you’re dealing with a modality in an office setting, the client can put
your old self behind—you are made into a soldier. When she finished
on a mask and pretend to be something they’re not,” she says.
While there are the human psychologists, Pugliani feels the horses her time with the Army in 2005, she discovered that the civilian world
are the actual therapists during the entire process. “It’s still mind-bog- doesn’t understand that you left your old self behind years ago.
gling to me, and I’ve been doing this for many years,” she says. “What “Everyone back home expects you to be who you were before you
we find with this type of modality treatment is that the horses really left for the military, and you’re not. You’re a new person now,” she
serve as mirrors. I’ve seen the horses react and act in ways that are explains. “They strip you of you.”
Magnifico explains that while she’s been in the civilian world for
unique to each situation and each person. It’s almost like they know
12
years now, she’s still trying to reintegrate. “You’re a civilian, and
what’s going on with a client.”
She goes on to explain that because horses are herd animals and then you’re a soldier. You can never come back to being a civilian
proficient in reading body language, they’re very intuitive to anxiety again. You’re now a veteran. But no one really understands that, uncontinued on page 112
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less they’re a veteran,” she says. Because of this, her relationships
with old friends and her sister are strained, to the point where she has
ceased communication with her sister.
Magnifico has gone through the program at Acri Verde Farm
multiple times, each time taking away something new to help her
cope with daily stressors and life. “It’s like going to church, and
you feel like they’re speaking right to you—that’s how I feel when
I go through equine therapy,” she says. “There was one time that
one of the horses was picking on me—nibbling at my hand. It made
us laugh.”
Pugliani and the therapist asked Magnifico what was going on and
to explain why she thought the horse might be nibbling at her. When
Magnifico started talking about the situation with her sister, the light
bulb went off. “They explained that I was in a situation right now
where I was being picked at, and that’s just like what the horse was
doing,” she says. “We then discussed how I could handle it better
going forward.”
Magnifico says equine therapy has made her more self-aware, and
she understands that building trust is an important factor in any kind
of relationship. She’s learned to take a step back and think before
she reacts to things, and that she doesn’t need the negativity that some
people bring upon her. “In the past, if someone walked out of my
life, I’d sit there and try to figure out why or what I could have done
differently. But, through therapy, I’ve learned that I don’t need to try
to figure it out. It’s not always my issue, and I’m okay with that,”
she says.
Magnifico has continued working for the government, first with
the Veterans Agency and now with the FAA, and she continues to
work with many different veterans organizations in the Chicago area.
“I’ve discovered through my service that this group of veterans wants
to give back. Especially when you go through war and you see ugly
things, you need to have positive outcomes to negative situations,”
she says.
The Four-Legged Psychologists

Acri Verde Farm is home to two ex-show horses, three miniature
donkeys, a miniature pig, miniature goats, and chickens. The farm
animals add to the experience for the veterans. Sometimes, Pugliani
will choose to use the miniature donkeys with women’s groups if
the larger, full-sized Quarter Horses intimidate them. “If it’s an
issue where they’re working through self-efficacy or dealing with
trauma, you don’t want to traumatize them further by using a large
horse,” she explains. “So, we’ll utilize smaller animals, which is

why we have a mixture.”
The therapy horses are Pugliani’s personal horses, retired from the
AQHA and PHBA show circuits. She explains that while some larger
programs might take donations of horses and animals, Acri Verde
Farm does not, because they’re a smaller facility. “Not every horse
is good at therapy,” she says. “Because they really are like mirrors,
I’ve experienced some treatment fatigue with my horses.”
Pugliani explains that sometimes her horses will amaze her, even
though she’s around them all the time, because they will react in ways
that she’s never seen before. “I had one session that stands out in my
mind when one of my geldings really experienced treatment fatigue,”
she recalls. “I had to give him several months off from sessions because it affected him greatly. It wasn’t anything in particular that happened to him, but I could see him absorbing what a particular client
was going through, and it was pretty intense. I can’t really explain it,
but you have to be kind of careful. Part of my job is to pick what combination of horses or donkeys would suit the particular issue a client
is dealing with. That particular session involved a client who had experienced sexual abuse while she was in the military.”
A Whole Heart Effort

The entire program Acri Verde Farm provides is free to veterans. In
addition, Pugliani and her husband offer the use of the facility and their
animals for free. Thanks to Mazda’s “Drive for Good” program, Dominic’s Mazda dealership helps provide the funds, so there is no charge
for the veterans. The Drive for Good program is where each dealership,
based on the number of cars sold, kick in a portion of each vehicle sold
for grant money that can be offered to non-profit organizations in the
dealership’s area. The grant money that Acri Verde Farm receives from
Mazda is given to two local non-profit veteran organizations: AllenForce/SheForce and Operation Support Our Troops America (OSOT
America). The Puglianis do not receive any monetary compensation.
“We take what Dominic’s dealership and Mazda corporate donates,
and we give those funds to one of the two organizations,” Pugliani explains. “We donate the facility and my time and expertise. The grant
money really only goes towards reimbursing the psychologists for their
time, and they do that at a greatly reduced rate.”
Open for Help

Veterans and victims learn about the program through AllenForce/SheForce and OSOT America. Participants can choose to go
through a session once or multiple times, with approval. The number of sessions offered per year varies; one year may have 20 sessions, while another may have less. Each session has an average
of 8-10 clients each. If clients wish to continue with a riding program, Pugliani refers them to Braveheart, a program in northern
Illinois for veterans.
“I truly believe that the Winston Churchill quote is true,” Pugliani
says. “As horse people, we already know that it’s true, but it’s great
to see that they’re discovering the therapeutic benefits, not only with
riding, but also utilizing horses in a psychotherapy situation.”
For More Information:
EAGALA: http://www.eagala.org
AllenForce/SheForce: http://www.allenforce.org
Acri Verde Farm: http://www.facebook.com/AcriVerdeFarm
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